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Many candidate network configurations 
Network solutions can be found by an optimization technique, but, it is not easy to 
implement when the traffic is not automated.  
Rigid and difficult to adapt networks often are replaced or complemented by a more 
flexible network  
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Matternet proposed a UAVs delivery network to replace the seasonally destroyed 
road networks 
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A city UAV network complements the city’s congested road network  
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Proposed solutions for ground transportation (UGVs)  
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Proposed aerial delivery systems (UAVs) from small parcels to containers  
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Smaller unmanned vessels, using solar & wind power (green & sustainable). Useful 
for research and environmental monitoring  but not for transportation.  
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Medium vessels that may carry a payload. Currently under development, most 
projects started recently (Netherlands, Norway, etc). 
May work/collaborate as fleets. 
Promising size and capabilities for our case 
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Containerships of the future. Proposals from various companies and researchers 
(Oceanic transportation not applicable in the Aegean islands) 
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Port Automation required by USVs. 
Magnetic, Suction or Griping mechanisms, as well as, Refueling and Recharging 
mechanisms should be developed to serve the USVs 
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A large number of mature technologies is already available. 
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Autonomous ships will provide onboard automation and ashore control. 
Several projects estimate big savings by using unmanned vessels 
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We can only imagine the potential applications. 
Every new network creates new applications once installed and functioning. 
(The applications I had in mind while installing backbones in 95 (email, ftp, web) have 
nothing to do with the recent explosion on network based applications (cloud 
services, social nets, media, etc.) 
The above is just an initial list… 
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USVs have many advantages: Zero consumption, Fail Safe, Faster first response to 
incidents, Temporary loss of Control  is not critical, etc. 
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According to Amazon: Transportation and delivery using drones (UAVs) is faster and 
cheaper.  
We expect the same to hold for the USVs in the near future.  
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More roles will emerge upon installation and functioning. 
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The very dense transportation network in the Greek seas offers an ideal test-bed for 
USVs solutions.  
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USVs network can also be local and serve specific areas: Cyclades, Saronicos gulf, 
Sporades, etc.  
Water currents, Seasonal Winds and Waves height in the Aegean sea, all will be part 
of the automated navigation system in order to optimize time, consumption, safety, 
etc. 
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Practically all reguired techniques & infrastructure is available/exists in Greece. 
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Trondheim: A test area for USVs was just established last month (March 2017) 
Many companies offer equipment for easy conversion of existing vessels to USVs. 
(e.g. MAP control installation package) 
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Port automation will complement the automated USV networks. 
USVs will be the floating version of the above automatic container movers. 
Floating terminals can approach containerships and unload containers to USVs 
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Next steps required to start implementing this approach  
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Smart Mermaids ? 
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